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rialto cera d’arte 
Protective wax for interiors 

 

rialto 
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rialto is a brand of: COVEMA Vernici S.p.A. 
strada della barra 5, 10040 druento, torino, italia 

www.covemavernici.com  
 

The information contained in this sheet are the result of our experience and laboratory analysis. The necessary assessments as to whether the product is compatible with the desired use are to be made by the applicator. 

 
 

rialto cera d’arte is a protective wax for interiors. 
rialto cera d’arte is a blend of aliphatic hydrocarbons, paraffin and esterified and polyethylene waxes. 
 
PROPERTIES 
 

rialto cera d’arte is marked by and stands out for the following 
characteristics: 
- it is ready to use 
- it is easy to use 
- it is water repellent 
- it is anti-stain and wash-resistant 
- it is perfectly transparent 
- specific gravity: 0.79 ± 0.01 kg/l 
- viscosity 30,000 ± 1,000 mPas 
- flash point 40oC (104oF) 
 
PURPOSES 
 

rialto cera d’arte is ideal to protect and make rialto veneziano and 
rialto evolution water repellent. 
It can also be applied on other synthetic finishes with spatula effect, 
after a compatibility test has been performed. 
 
WORKING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

After rialto veneziano and rialto evolution have been applied, and a 
minimum interval of 8 hours has elapsed, apply rialto cera d’arte 
evenly and in thin layers, using a stainless steel trowel. Before the 
product is completely dry, it can be polished with the trowel or a 
rag. However, the product can be applied using other working 
methods, provided they are equally valid. 
- ensure adequate ventilation during application 
- do not smoke or use naked flame while handling the product 
- dispose of the product through specialized plants for waste 

disposal or authorized dumping areas 
 

COVERING CAPACITY 
 

The average covering capacity is 10 m2/l (45 sq.yd/gal). 
 
PACKAGING 
 

rialto cera d’arte is available in 1 l containers. 
 
REFERENCES 
 

For further information regarding the product mentioned in the 
text, see the following technical sheets: 
 
rialto veneziano 
rialto evolution 

  
 
 
 
For further help or information regarding the products in the rialto range contact your local dealer. 
Every care has been taken to ensure that the information provided in this technical data sheet is accurate. rialto is unable to 
guarantee results as it has no control over the conditions under which its products are applied. 


